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The numerical simulations of echosaunder signals scattering by fractally corrugated
sea bed surface are presented. In particular, the relations between fractal dimension, de-
scribing the large scale roughness of sea bottom, and received echo envelope shape, were
investigated. The fractal large scale relief of seabed suiface was generated assuming the
power law form of the spatial frequency power spectrum, with exponent related to fractal di-
mension, and subsequently applying the two dimensional inverse FFT algorithm. In the sec-
and stage, the bottom echo waveform was numerically modelled as an incoherent sum of
coruributing echoes from all surface elements. For each element, the echo amplitude was cal-
culated assuming the form of angular dependence of bottom backscattering coefficient for
smal! scale roughness. The obtained results of simulations have revealed same conditions for
the transferring of the seabed surface fractal structure onto the shape of echo wavefonn.

1. lNTRODUCTION

It is known that the surface of sea bottom may be one of the examp!es of fractally struc-
tured objects in nature [l]. The acoustical method of seabed c1assification with use of fracta!
dimension was developed and tested on the real data with promising results [2]. This method
was based on the hypothesis, that fractal structure of bottom surface is transferred onto the
shape of seabed impulse response or echo envelope. As numerical simulations of acoustic
wave scattering on fractally corrugated surface should check this hypothesis, in this paper the
authors presents the procedure for this purpose and some preliminary results.

2. THE MODELLlNG PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION

The first task to perform in the simulation procedure was to generate the fracta! surface.
The large scale 2D relief of seabed surface, which eonsisted of a number of harmonie two-
dimensional sine waves, was generated assuming the power law form of its spatial frequency
amplitude 2D spectrum [1]:

l

A(Jx,fy) = c. (t/ + f/ f'4-HD , (1)
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where C is a constant and exponent HD is related to fractal dimension D of the surface by

HD = 3 -D. (2)

The phase of all components was randornly generated using the uniform distribution
within the [0,2n] interval. Subsequently, the two dimensional inverse FFf algorithm was
applied to obtain the surface in the space domain.

In the second stage of the simulation procedure, the bottom echo envelope from fractal
surface was ca1culated numerically. The surface scattering model described in [3] was used
for this purpose. In this model, the domination of incoherent component in backscattered echo
was assumed. It means that the echo intensity, which is proportional to the squared echo
envelope, is the sum of echo intensities from all elementary scattering elements. In such a
case, if the echosounder sounding rectangular pulse is transmitted downwards, the backscat-
tering on a seabed surface results in the squared echo envelope y(t):

y(t) = f b2 [cp(s)]R-4 (s)ss[cp; (s)]ds ,
s

(3)

where S is a bottom surface insonified at time t, s denotes a point on S corresponding to ele-
mental surface element ds, tp and cp; are the transmission and incidence angles at s respective-
ly, b is the circularly symmetrical transducer transmitting/receiving beampattern, R denotes
the distance from s to transducer, and s, is the bottom surface reverberation coefficient, de-
pendent on CPi and the bottom physical properties. The ss( cp;) angular dependence was model-
led using Kirchhoff approximation as [3]

2 -tan( :12 )
S ( . ) = 9i,. (cPi )e (4)

.< cp, 8 ,,2 4 'nu cos cp;

where 9i,. denotes the plane wave reflection coefficient for water-bottom interface and o is the
bottom surface rms slope describing its small scale roughness.

The fractal bottom impulse responses kfr(t) (in the domain of the echo intensity Ol' squared
echo envelope) as well as the echo waveforms YfrU) for rectanguJar sounding pulse were cal-
cuIated. The highest spatial frequency in the generated surface was low enough (in compari-
son with small scaJe roughness and the assumed acoustical wave length) to allow for the use
of the model described above.

3. RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows the 3D view of fractal surfaces generated for different fractal dimensions: D = 2.1,
2.3 and 2.5. As it is visible, the surface roughness increases with fractal dimension.
Fig. 2 presents the ca1culation results of the impuIse response as well as the echo for rectangular
sounding pulse for generated seabed surfaces of particular D values: 2.1 (a, b, c, d), 2.3 (e, f,
g, h) and 2.5 (i, j, k, l). The obtained impulse responses kfr(l) in absoIute domain are shown in
parts a, e and i of the figure, in logarithmic domain - in parts b, f and j. The echo envelopes
Yrret) in absolute domain - in c, g, k and in logarithmic domain - in d, h and l. The assumed
surface smalI scaJe roughness rms slope o was 8°, the 3 dB beamwidth 83dB was 15° and the
mean depth H = 50 m. The obtained large scale rms roughness of generated fractal surfaces
was about 0.5 m.
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Fig. 1. The sea bottom fractal surfaces of fractal dirnension D = 2.1 (a), 2.3 (b) and 2.5 (c), generated
using the two-dimensional inverse PFf algorithm. Horizontal axes in sarnple numbers
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Fig. 2: The results of the impulse response and echo for rectangular sounding pulse of T = 0.33 ms cal-
culations for fractal seabed surfaces of D = 2.1 (a, b, c, d), 2.3 (e, f, g, h) and 2.5 (i, j, k, l); a, e, i-kf,(t)
in absolute dornain, b, f, j - kfr(t) in logarithrnic dornain, c, g, k - Yfr(t) in absolute domain, d, h, l - YJ,(t)
in logarithmic dornain. 8 = go, 83dB = 15°, H = 50 m. Sampling frequency = 30 kHz. x axis in millise-
conds

The differences in results for particular surface D values are well visible, specially for
irnpulse responses, both in absolute and logarithmic domain. The impulse response for surface
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of higher D, also has more rough, corrugated shape. This is a!so visible for echo es y/,(t) in
Fig. 2, where the sounding pulse length T was 0.33 ms, what corresponds to 10 sampIes in a
case of assumed sampling frequency 30 kHz. For longer sounding pulses, the effect of sm0-

othing is more visible and the "roughness" of echo envelopes Y/ret) does not differ for particu-
lar surface D values. The results in Fig. 2 were obtained for 3 dB beam width of 15°, but for
narrower beams, e.g. e3dB = 6°, the effects discussed above are also visible.

4. CONCLUSION

The simulations of impulse response and echo envelope for fractal sea bed surfaces have re-
vealed the differences in bottom acoustical responses for d~fferent surface fractal dimension
values. The obtained results are important for validation of newly developed algorithms of
echo signals processing for bottom classification. Specificalły, it was proved that the seabed
surface fractaJ structure may be transferred onto the shape of its impulse response and the
echo envelope, at 1east under some conditions, like the pulse length short enough, or the bot-
tom and acoustic system's parameters being in ranges which justify the use of proposed mo-
dels in the sea bed echo calculations. In the next stage of work, the fractal dimension of si-
muJated echo waveforms could be caIculated and compared with fractal dimension of seabed
surface.
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